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Residency and Exhibit. Evan continues this work at the photographic museum.
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Michael in Black

Professor Nicole Miller

The Advantage of Disadvantage: Costly Protest and Political Representation for Marginalized Groups
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See more of Amir Visual Arts/Photography, BSP 2022 Grant Awardee

include fields and disciplines in the Arts and Humanities, Social Sciences, or STEM fields with a focus in Black Studies and/or Black

The 2022-23 Dayo Gore BSP Postdoctoral Fellowship will invite applications from emerging scholars addressing research areas that may

life at UCSD, while building active relationships with local organizers, artists, and community groups.

Black Studies scholarship remains vitally important. BSP focuses on sustaining faculty and student intellectual

inquiries to bsp@ucsd.edu. Please include "Co-sponsorship grant request" in the subject line.

These grants run throughout the year while funding is available, and support activities that correspond with BSP's mission. Please direct any

BSP provides small grants (from $150-$500) throughout the year to co-sponsor events on campus. Want to bring a speaker? Host an event?

(Ongoing)

Committee on Academic Personnel (U/CAP) member, Professor Marisa Abrajano, will share crucial insight on strategies to building a

Have you ever wished that you had learned a piece of handy information earlier in your career? This Quarter's invited guest, former University

Tuesday, Dec 6, 2:30PM - 3:30PM

The Room Where It Happens: aka Behind the Scenes with Academic Personnel File Development

RSVP for DEC 6 here

OCT 18
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Eat, drink, and be merry, or at least allow yourself a sigh of accomplishment as the sun sets over the Pacific. Join the Black Studies Faculty

Committee of Faculty Co-Directors and Honorary Faculty Co-Director and BSP Advisory Board Chair Professor Paul Mpagi Sepuya for the BSP Faculty Sunset Happy Hour on Tuesday, Dec 6, 4:00PM - 6:00PM at the Alice Austen House, a New York-based photographic museum. This event is co-sponsored by the Department of Ethnic Studies, the Black Diaspora & African American Studies Program, and the Chicago Humanities Festival.

RSVP

Professor Matthew Vernon explores "Blackness, visibility, materiality and necropolitics" through Jacob-Jenkin's 2017 play

India expounds on her research about the role of spiritual beliefs and practice in the radical politics of queer activist women

India Pierce

Chanell Stone

Hande Sever.

Naomi Nadreau

Rochelle McFee

Nicole Miller

Elizabeth (Libby) Butler
Maya Beck kayaking in Lake Drummond of the Great Dismal Swamp, Virginia.


Contact Us! If you have any inquiries about BSP, or would like to be added to our listserv for more event and opportunity notications, please email bsp@ucsd.edu. We are located on the Second Floor of the Public Engagement Building (PEB). PEB is located across from the Arts & Humanities Building & Plant Power Fast Food.